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Abstract
Beyond 2000, the SPS will have one major client less
to serve. This opens up new possibilities of how best to
use the available time, both throughout the year and
within a repetitive cycle. An overview of the physics and
MD beam requirements in 2001 and in later years will be
given, and possible cycles and schedules that could meet
these requirements will be explored.
1  INTRODUCTION
 There are constraints on the running time available
over the next few years. These are;
x Shutdown work necessary for the SPS upgrades
needed for LHC injection, CNGS etc [1].
x Operational costs of the SPS and PS complex.
x Operational costs of the LHC cryogenic
installation, which begins tests and
commissioning in 2002 [2].
x The energy budget over the next few years [3].
The result is that the technically possible accelerator
schedules are too expensive. This has an impact on the
accelerator schedules and the cycles that we will run
during the scheduled physics time. This was examined in
the middle of 1998 [4], producing the following
recommendations for machine schedules in the coming
years.
2  SCHEDULES
From 2001 to 2002, the period covered by the CERN
Medium Term Plan, we should reduce the technically
possible accelerator schedules by some 10%. This results
in 15 weeks of running for physics in 2001 (26.6 to 7.10)
and 24 weeks for physics in 2002 (15.4 to 1.10). This
was felt to have a tolerable impact on the physics
program over a limited amount of time.
From 2003 onwards, we should endeavour to get more
GWh in the bank, either by an increase of the energy
budget or by a decrease in the unit cost of energy. Then
we would be able to better exploit the time available
between shutdowns, while still avoiding running during
the expensive winter months of November through
March. As an example, this would result in 30 weeks for
physics in 2005 (15.4 to 31.10). This is compatible with
the CNGS estimates for the number of protons on target
which are based on 200 days / year.
 
 3  CYCLES
3.1 SPS clients
SPS has numerous clients coming up;
x Experiments taking production data, such as
NA48 and COMPASS, needing slow extraction
protons at around 400GeV/c.
x Experiments taking test beams, such as ATLAS
and CMS, needing slow extraction proton beams
at around 400 GeV/c.
x The CNGS project, needing fast extraction proton
beam at around 400GeV/c.
x Experiments needing slow extraction heavy ions.
x The LHC project, needing fast extraction protons
at 450GeV/c.
x The LHC project, needing fast extraction heavy
ions at 400GeV/c/charge.
This implies a minimum of 5 SPS acceleration cycles;
the first 2 clients can probably share the same high
energy slow extraction beam. For clients of this slow
extraction, the physics energy, the spill duration and the
overall cycle length all play an important role in the
amount of beam that SPS can deliver, and it's cost.
3.2 Machine development
As well as the above 'external' clients, there will also
be 'internal' clients in the form of machine development
experiments. These will include;
x 14GeV/c injection studies.
x 20GeV/c injection studies.
x 26GeV/c injection studies.
x 14 GeV/c injection for transition studies.
x 26 GeV/c injection for acceleration studies.
x full LHC acceleration cycle, protons or ions.
x full CNGS acceleration cycle.
x others as yet not born.
The first 5 of these can probably be made in the
recovery time of a high energy cycle, as has been the
case over the last years. The later ones will need
dedicated machine time and will use the cycles that will
eventually lead to the production cycles of section 3.1.
3.3 Putting these together
The permutations are endless. We could go for long
repetitive cycles serving several clients. We could go for
dedicated single-user cycles, for example for fastest
possible filling of the LHC or for sending the maximum
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number of protons to Gran Sasso. In practice, for most
efficient use the SPS, we will be required to do different
things at different times. Hence we are going to need to
be able to switch efficiently from one operational mode
to another. Ideas on possible cycles follows.
In the years before CNGS and the LHC, the SPS will
probably be required to provide a slow extraction at
400GeV/c, with one or two machine development cycles
in the recovery time. The flat top length should be
optimised in terms of duty cycle and cost.
To get an idea of the costs involved, consider different
14.4s cycles for use in the year 2000. As a reference,
take the cycle used in recent  years, providing a 2.6s flat
top for slow extraction at 450GeV/c in a 14.4s cycle.
There are two lepton cycles and an MD cycle in the
recovery time. The pulsed power needed for this cycle is
38MW, and the duty cycle for physics is 18%.
If we reduce the beam energy to 400GeV/s and extend
the flat top as much as possible to stay compatible with
lepton injection, so to 3.3s, the pulsed power needed is
30MW. Taking an average electrical cost of 40c/kWh,
this 8MW reduction corresponds to a saving of around
50kCHF/week of operation. Furthermore the duty cycle
for physics is increased to 23%, albeit at a lower energy.
To complete the 400GeV/c picture in a 14.4s cycle,
the flat top could be extended up to 4.6s before the
38MW pulse limit is reached. This would provide a duty
cycle of 32% for physics, and there would still be time
for an MD cycle in the recovery time.
Of course, there is nothing fundamental about a cycle
length of 14.4s. It is like that for historical reasons linked
to the 450GeV/c physics energy. For 400GeV/c we could
think of shorter cycles, as low as 9.6s, or much longer
cycles. The CPS complex requests that the overall cycle
length does not fall below 14.4s, or they will have
difficulty serving their own numerous clients. Indeed the
CPS would be happy with longer cycles. With the
machine development program in mind, we are already
thinking of a longer cycle for 2000, of 15.6s or 16.8s.
In the CNGS era, when LHC is not needing beam, we
can envisage a 27.6s supercycle including a slow
extraction and, say, 3 CNGS cycles. Similarly when the
LHC is undergoing lengthy setting up, we can envisage a
36s supercycle including an LHC filling cycle followed
by, say, 3 CNGS cycles. As already mentioned, it will be
necessary to quickly switch from these long cycles to
short, dedicated ones when LHC needs to be filled or
CNGS is the primary client.
 4  SUMMARY
Machine schedules in the coming years are going to
be determined by financial constraints. We should avoid
running in the expensive months November through
March, but maximise the physics time otherwise. The
CNGS program is based on 200 days/year, which fits
into this scenario.
The cycles running in SPS will be rather stable in the
years before CNGS and LHC, with slow extraction
beams for physics or test interleaved with machine
development cycles. The flat top and supercycle lengths
need to be optimised in terms of duty cycle and cost.
In the CNGS and LHC era, the optimum sharing of the
SPS will see very different cycles on the machine at
different times, and is going to require plently of
flexibility in both equipment and controls.
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